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  Local News   Q&A: Megan Kimble, Whose New Book Explores How Highways Changed Dallas and Texas 
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 By Bethany Erickson | April 9, 2024|1:53 pm
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Programming Note: Matt Goodman, D Magazine’s Online Editorial Director, will be in conversation with Megan Kimble at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, April 10, at Interabang Books. Find more information here.

The history of Texas highways—and across the nation, really—is fraught with examples of how these enormous capital projects have damaged cities. In Dallas, 1944’s Federal Highway Act and 1956’s Interstate Highway Act produced highways that made it faster to move from point A to point B, but also cut off entire Black and Brown neighborhoods and communities from the rest of the city, enveloping them in traffic noise and polluted air. 
This month, Texas journalist Megan Kimble’s book, City Limits: Infrastructure, Inequality, and the Future of America’s Highways, looks at three different communities and their fight to have more say in how the Texas Department of Transportation envisions their neighborhoods. Kimble looks at the impact I-10, I-35, and I-345 had on Houston’s Fifth Ward, East Austin, and Deep Ellum in Dallas, respectively.
The book could have become a wonky slog, but Kimble deftly weaves the stories of the residents who joined the fight into the narrative. Dallas readers will see familiar names (including D’s own Matt Goodman and DART board member Patrick Kennedy), but more importantly, they’ll see how the three stretches of highway are intertwined.
It’s a smart, compelling read that raises questions we should all be asking, whether our homes are adjacent to a highway or not. What would Dallas look like if I-345 had never existed? How do we get past the siloed expectations of each entity involved: TxDOT’s mission to move cars, the regionally-minded priorities of the North Central Texas Council of Governments, and Dallas’ economic realities that dovetail with its relatively new racial equity, climate, and land use plans?
Kimble also homes in on the fact that when the federal interstate system was initially planned, there was a push for a more thoughtful approach. President Dwight D. Eisenhower had tasked Gen. John S. Bragdon with researching plans. Bragdon’s findings, if they had been followed, would’ve meant something much different for Dallas, Austin, and Houston. 
“We do not believe that the Interstate System is the vehicle for solving rush-hour traffic problems, or for local bottlenecks,” Bragdon said in his report. “Rapid transit and mass transit systems are the solution.”  He argued that communities should not develop around highways but should be developed through economic growth and land use plans. Bragdon pointed out what has become a familiar refrain during current discussions about TxDOT’s plans—the bigger the road, the more people travel on it, the more traffic increases. 

  Continue Reading                        



  Publications   You Need More Neighbors 
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Joe Minicozzi is a Harvard-trained urban planner from Asheville, North Carolina. The readers of Planetizen, a respected outlet that covers planning, voted him one of the 100 most influential urbanists of all time, placing him at No. 33.  He’s clever and professorial, a slightly younger, hipper Paul Giamatti, with a full goatee and a bald head. Using data from local sources, he travels the country, trying to show cities how to avoid financial ruin. His PowerPoint presentations tend to galvanize some people and make others squirm. 
Minicozzi’s firm, Urban3, looks at the taxable value of land 1 acre at a time, showing how zoning and land use drive cities’ revenue. He explains it this way: you wouldn’t ask how many miles a car travels on a tank of gas. You want to know how far it can get on a gallon. Similarly, a Walmart might represent a lot of taxable value, but it also occupies a lot of land. In Dallas County, Minicozzi found that a Walmart represents, on average, just $600,000 in taxable value per acre. That’s because all those parking spaces aren’t worth much, and the building itself is designed to last only about 15 years. It’s a smart strategy to keep taxes low. Good for Walmart; bad for city coffers. 
In January, Minicozzi Zoomed into a committee meeting of the Dallas City Council to present some of the findings from a study he’d conducted on Dallas County. Council Member Cara Mendelsohn, who represents Far North Dallas, seemed to squirm the most. She didn’t like that Minicozzi was “denigrating a Walmart.” People like Walmarts, she said. “We should have the full array both of housing and retail and even density,” she said. “When a Walmart closes in Dallas, we get emails saying, ‘Where am I going to shop?’ ” 
“Don’t get in the way of information. You can interpret it any way you want, but let’s all look at it together.”
Joe Minicozzi

I called Minicozzi after his exchange with Mendelsohn. Her reaction, he says, isn’t uncommon; some people are naturally defensive of the status quo. His response is: “Don’t get in the way of information. You can interpret it any way you want, but let’s all look at it together. And then you can come to your conclusion.” He just wants cities to think about where the Walmart should go and weigh the opportunity costs of allowing so many similar big-box stores. By the same token, you can think of single-family lots as the Walmarts of housing.   
Right now in Dallas, there are some folks in single-family neighborhoods who are stoking anxiety over a possible change in zoning. Planners at City Hall are researching how to encourage more housing construction through a variety of methods, including allowing duplexes, triplexes, and quadplexes in neighborhoods currently filled with only single-family homes. That possible change has some people scared, and they’re letting councilmembers—like Mendelsohn—know it.
So Minicozzi came to town at a good time, like an urbanist Paul Revere. Let’s consider what he found. 

  Continue Reading                        




  Literature   Greg Brownderville Brings a New Literary Fest to Oak Cliff 
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I wrote a short story for the April issue of D Magazine about Frontera, the Southwest Review– and SMU-sponsored lit fest coming to three venues on April 12 and 13. Find some time to get to Wild Detectives or the Kessler Theater or the Texas Theatre to catch a reading or a show or a movie (Wild at Heart, with Barry Gifford in attendance). It’s all free.
Also find some time to check out this podcast we made for you with Greg Brownderville, the SMU prof who is driving this affair. Brownderville is a fun listen—and not just because his Arkansas accent is one of the best of all time. We talked about arts and letters and about his greatest physical achievement, a feat that many years later still fills people with wonder in the city of Arkadelphia.
 
  View Story                        




  Local News   Leading Off (4/9/24) 
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There Was an Eclipse. Nearly all of the Morning News’ site is dedicated to eclipse coverage, including a story about what you should know if you burned your eyes. I hope you didn’t burn your eyes. But you know which story the newspaper missed? The world’s largest edible Moon Pie was consumed in Irving.
Beth Van Duyne Recruits New York Cops. The U.S. representative from Irving bought a full-page ad in the New York Post with this headline: “Ladies and Gentlemen of Law Enforcement It’s Time to Escape New York and Move To Texas!” In part, the ad reads, “You don’t have to be beaten on the streets by gangs of illegal immigrant criminals.” Perhaps she’s not aware that immigrants are less likely to commit crimes than U.S. born residents.
Rangers Lose to Astros. That’s how little non-eclipse news was generated yesterday. I’m giving you a baseball score. It was 10-5.

  View Story                        
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  Local News   From Dallas: Great Eclipse. See You In 293 Years. 
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  [image: Image]  The eclipse, as seen from Shores Park in Rockwall. John Gay

The cloud cover that stressed us out all morning miraculously parted around 11 a.m.
This made for some pretty darn perfect eclipse viewing, which is almost uniquely special. That Dallas-Fort Worth was in the path of totality meant a once-in-a-lifetime chance to see the phenomenon, unless you’re the type who chases the celestial event elsewhere. North Texas will not be in this position again until 2317.
As the eclipse reached totality from my front porch in North Dallas, cheers went up from my normally quiet neighborhood. Someone set off some fireworks. And then, as the moon orbited away, the lawn chairs were picked up, the cardboard eclipse glasses got tucked into shirt pockets, and we all went back to work.
As the time to clock out nears, so comes another thing to watch for in the sky. Storms are heading in tonight. Some of the action could be severe, according to the National Weather Service. 
In the meantime, we asked our colleagues and readers to share their eclipse photos. Find some here, but see more below. We’ll update as we get more. John Gay, D Magazine’s production director, took some incredible shots from Rockwall. Even if you can’t do better, email me your photos!

  Continue Reading                        




  Publications   How Lewisville Became the Bagel Capital of America 
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  [image: Starship Bagel founder Oren Salomon]  Starship Bagel founder Oren Salomon is driven.
“I will keep trying to make this bagel better forever.” Elizabeth Lavin

The first time I meet Oren Salomon, he is teaching a class about bagels. That is not his job, and he is not in a classroom. But he knew I was coming, so he prepared a lesson plan.
We’re sitting at a sidewalk table in front of the downtown Dallas location of his business, Starship Bagel. Salomon gestures at a tray of three bagels, all plain, one of them sliced. Next to those bagels is a variety of schmears in little sample cups: green olive, fermented jalapeño, parsley, honey and toasted almonds, garden veggie. But schmear is not taught on the first day. That’s later in the term.
“To me, any discussion about bagels has got to start off with the plain bagel,” Salomon begins. (It’s only the third sentence he’s said to me, after how-are-you and let’s-sit-down.) “The basic form tells you everything about the commitment to the craft, because if you’re relying on bells and whistles, or extra ingredients, or fusion, or things that are anything but the core product to stake your claim to quality, that’s going to be clear here. If anyone does put in effort to do a great product, it’s also going to be clear. I’m seeking the most basic form, the purest form of the thing.”
We each pick up a plain, unsliced bagel. “The first thing is, you’re gonna look at the crust,” Salomon says. “See all the little bubbles?” There are tiny, flat, white specks all around the bagel, like craters on a bready moon. “That’s evidence of the fermentation, that the air was trying to escape. Then you’ve got the cornmeal on the bottom, showing you that it was proofed on boards, that it was made by hand instead of by machine.” He picks up the sliced bagel, taking its halves apart like a cross-section diagram in a textbook. “You’ve got evidence of the high-gluten flour—small air pockets—but everything around them is tightly formed. A lot of times you’ll see ones that are more airy, but then the bubbles will be big throughout. That’s not good. That’s evidence of using either bread flour or all-purpose flour. It’s going to be way more like a baguette, and that’s not the point of this bread.”
An eruption of cheers stopped Silverman midword. Starship Bagel had trounced New York’s finest bakeries on their home turf.

Chew on that phrase for a moment: the point of this bread. It’s a sudden philosophical turn in a class that will go much deeper than baking technique. We don’t often think of food as having a point, and bagels certainly make one. They are a deeply Jewish food. They are a product of poverty and oppression, a symbol of resistance. They stand defiantly apart from other breads in shape, texture, and use. But bagels have also been stripped of their history and context and are now a foodstuff—like burritos or pizza—considered the property of everybody, to make as well or as poorly as they like, to use as traditionally or oddly as pleases them.
Salomon still remembers the point of a bagel, which is why his company makes a very good one. That’s not just my opinion. Last year, he and the Starship team flew east to attend New York BagelFest and prepare some samples for a panel of expert judges.
At the awards ceremony, Sam Silverman, founder of BagelFest and NYC Bagel Tours, introduced the judges’ verdicts with a speech: “It was super tight up through third place. Second, there was a bit of a gap, and first even more so. This shop ran away with the best bagel competition. It is not a shop from the local region. The best bagel at the 2023 BagelFest, from Dallas, T—”
An eruption of cheers stopped Silverman midword. Starship Bagel had trounced New York’s finest bakeries on their home turf.
If you pay attention during bagel class, you’ll understand why.

  Continue Reading                        




  Music   Joshua Ray Walker Made an Eclipse Soundtrack 
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Josh says he had a dream that he performed this song at Flag Pole Hill for the eclipse, and right at totality the sun exploded. Maybe he’s a warlock who can see the future. Hard to say.
Anyway, he says producer John Pedigo helped him record it. Start this track at exactly 1:40 p.m., right as the edibles kick in, and the song will synchronize with the end of the world. Remember to wear your ISO 12312-2 eclipse glasses just in case the sun actually does explode. (If you do survive, you can listen to this podcast we did with Josh back in November.)

  View Story                        




  Local News   Leading Off (4/8/24) 
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It’s Eclipse Time. I mean, most likely. Sorry. To clarify: the eclipse is still absolutely happening, but the chance to see it in its full totality (around 1:40, should last four minutes) remains a bit iffy. The projections show 60 percent cloud cover at 1 p.m., and the National Weather Service says if there aren’t breaks by noon, they probably aren’t coming. I’ve been in Tulsa since Friday and I’ve been looking up since early Sunday.
(The Tulsa thing is a cover story I’ve been pushing for weeks. I’m actually at home, waiting for the beautiful Ocean’s Eleven-style heist I have planned for exactly 1:40. It involves a Boesky, a Jim Brown, a Miss Daisy, two Jethros, and a Leon Spinks, not to mention the biggest Ella Fitzgerald ever.)
(Kidding, I left town because I heard there were 200,000-plus expected, and downtown was gonna be crazy, so I selflessly decided to make a little room.)
Mavs Rally From 22-Point Deficit to Defeat the Rockets. Kyrie Irving (48 points) and Luka Doncic (37) did the heaviest lifting, but Dante Exum’s buzzer-beating three (after two gut-punch misses from Jabari Smith at the foul line) is what sent it to overtime. And, once there, two straight P.J. Washington threes sealed the deal. We are in full-on montage mode, with Mavs winning 14 out of the last 16 and moving up from 8th in the Western Conference to the No. 5 seed and a potential first-round matchup with the Clippers. Look at this. Also, Luka hit yet another insane shot in pregame warmups.
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  Dallas History   D Magazine’s 50 Greatest Stories: The ‘Bareknuckle Journalism’ of Early 1900s Dallas 
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  [image: Image]  Despite — or perhaps because of — the cramped and noisy newsroom in which they worked, Dispatch reporters were a close-knit and loyal group.

For nearly 40 years—through two World Wars and prohibition—Dallas’ third newspaper made its name producing journalism for working class residents. The Dallas Dispatch fought the Klan and utility price hikes. Its reporters drank booze “the way most offices consume coffee.” They spent hours in the Trinity River bottoms, staking out Bonnie and Clyde. They jumped on ambulances, sometimes beating cops to the scene. Sometimes they identified victims before the cops could.
The first office was on a stretch of Commerce Street now occupied by Interstate 35. The next was on Federal, near Akard Street, where half a dozen bordellos operated through prohibition. (Its reporters visited for, apparently, story ideas.) The Times-Herald and the Morning News were more buttoned up. The Dispatch really went for it, and in 1979, alumnus Al Harting recounted the scrappy history of its 36 years of publishing. Which, tragically, came to an end after being gutted by its parent company to help subsidize failing newspapers elsewhere in the country. (Sound familiar?)
The end came fast. There were few artifacts left from its nearly four decades; the Dallas Public Library doesn’t even have a full accounting. Its building was torn down for a parking lot, and Al scooped up a dozen or so bricks to remember it by. But we also have this story, which presents Dallas journalism at its most cut-throat, fast-moving, and, dare I say, fun.
It’s one of our 50 greatest stories, and you can read it here.

  View Story                        




  Local News   Clouds or No Clouds? Here’s Everything You Need to Know About Monday’s Eclipse 
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  [image: Image]  Delicate streamers in the sun's corona surround the totally eclipsed sun during the Aug. 21, 2017, total solar eclipse. Observers in Dallas could have a similar view on April 8, 2024, if the weather cooperates. Johnny Horne/Special to The Fayetteville Observer / USA TODAY NETWORK

On Monday, around 450,000 people are expected to head to Dallas, the largest city in Texas in the path of totality for the total solar eclipse. The phenomenon—where the moon completely obstructs the sun as it orbits the Earth—is alternately rare and common.
A total solar eclipse actually happens once every year and a half or so. “However, at any given location, it may be several centuries between occurrences,” the National Weather Service says.
The most recent total eclipse in north or central Texas was in 1878. This area won’t get another until 2317. The NWS says that Hearne, in Robertson County, isn’t in the path this year and won’t be until 2343. The last one the town saw was in 1286, which means more than 1,000 years will have elapsed since the last. That can help explain why the city of Dallas is expecting so many visitors.
The eclipse will begin around 12:23 p.m. and last until a little after 3 p.m. Totality should last from about 1:40 p.m. to 1:44 p.m., per NASA’s estimates.
   [image: Image]   National Weather Service Fort Worth

But there is this tricky matter of the weather. Pretty much every meteorologist in Texas agrees that we’re going to get clouds and storms on Monday. But the type of clouds, and when they are likely to settle above us, is still being sorted out. So far, it seems that thin, high clouds will be in place Monday morning, and there’s a good chance they’ll increase in density throughout the morning. This means we could have a great deal of cloud cover by the time the eclipse starts at 12:23 p.m.
But there could be breaks in the clouds during the prime viewing time—the whole process will take about three hours, even if totality lasts just four minutes.

  Continue Reading                        




  Local News   Leading Off (4/5/24) 
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Mike Rawlings Defends ‘No Labels’ Effort. The attempt to attract a viable third-party candidate to the 2024 presidential ticket failed, with No Labels deciding to hang it up for the year. Former Mayor Mike Rawlings was chairman of the effort, and he tells the Dallas Morning News that “the courage wasn’t there by some candidates, because this was going to be hard.” He said the top of the ballot was offered to “less than a handful of people.” He says he still believes in the movement.
Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg Came to Town. He was here to celebrate an $80 million infusion of federal funds to help pay for capping Interstate 35 near the zoo and turn it into a park. Attendees got a sneak peek at some of the plans.
Chiefs Receiver Rashee Rice Admits to Driving Smashed Lamborghini. Lawyers for the former SMU standout held a press conference to admit that their client was driving the Lamborghini that caused a multi-vehicle crash on Central Expressway, then walking away from the scene. Rice’s attorney, state Sen. Royce West, said police do plan on filing charges soon.
Clouds Persist in Eclipse Forecast. The question no longer appears whether it will be cloudy, but how dense will the cloud cover be. There will be thinner clouds higher in the sky, then, at some point, thicker clouds will settle in closer to earth. Higher clouds will allow for filtered sunshine and probably a glance at the big show. The thicker clouds would mean an overcast day where it’s difficult to see. And, of course, we still don’t know which we’ll get.
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  Local News   Trouble Brewing With Finances at Fair Park, Audit Launched 
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  [image: Image]  Fair Park's Esplanade during the State Fair of Texas. Jason Janik

Fair Park’s finances are being audited after its nonprofit manager “notified the city of financial concerns” related to a sub-contract with the operator. The nonprofit Fair Park First is the boss of the Oak View Group, which runs the daily park operations. In a statement, Fair Park First CEO Brian Luallen said the organization learned “a little more than a week ago” that the Oak View Group “may have inaccurately, and we hope inadvertently, allocated and utilized restricted funds raised by Fair Park First for daily park operations.”
“If the inaccurate and unauthorized reallocation of funds occurred, it is a significant matter and shakes our confidence and trust,” the statement reads. “If we discover any restricted funds donated to Fair Park First were utilized incorrectly, we will do everything in our power, in partnership with the City of Dallas, to ensure those funds are returned and redirected as envisioned by the donors.”
Luallen said Fair Park First engaged Malnory, McNeal and Company, PC to conduct the forensic audit in “close coordination” with the city of Dallas. Philanthropic donations are generally intended for capital improvements across its 277 acres—especially building the much-anticipated community park in place of surface parking lots—and not operational expenditures.
“We have formally given notice to Oak View Group of our intention to investigate this matter fully, hopefully in partnership with them, so we may provide robust assurance to our donors investing in Fair Park’s future that restricted funds were allocated appropriately,” Luallen said.
In a letter sent by its in-house counsel, the Oak View Group said it did nothing wrong: “we vehemently deny any wrongdoing on our part with respect to the use of restricted funds. We are confident—and have documentation to support—that all uses of donated funds were with the full knowledge and approval of Mr. Luallen, acting on behalf of Fair Park First.”
The City Council was briefed in closed session yesterday to seek “legal advice of the city attorney regarding the city’s management contract with Fair Park First.” The Dallas Park and Recreation Board is hearing the same thing behind closed doors today.
Nobody on Council or the Park Board would comment. But the city confirmed the audit and issued a statement last night: “Fair Park First, the city’s nonprofit Fair Park manager, recently notified the city of financial concerns related to its sub-management contract with Oak View Group, the entity that manages the day-to-day operations of Fair Park. The city takes these concerns seriously and is taking all necessary and appropriate actions to protect the city’s interest. The city is committed to financial transparency in all its operations, including Fair Park, and will work to maintain the continued vibrancy and success of Fair Park.”
To understand what’s going on, we need to go back to 2018 when the Dallas City Council unanimously voted to privatize Fair Park. Under the conditions of the contract, the city retained ownership of the park’s acreage and buildings but allowed a for-profit operator—then called Spectra, which was acquired by Oak View Group in 2021—to fill its buildings and open spaces with events and other programming. It also ran day to day operations.
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